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Friday June 16, 2017

UD in the News

University of Dayton faculty spoke to media around the country on issues of law, safety and the environment this week.

Highlights for June 10-16 are below, but you can click here to view links to all of the University's media coverage for the month.

**Supreme Court Ruling On Ohio Voter Purge Will Have Long-Range Impact on Black Votes**
June 11
Atlanta Black Star
Rich Saphire, School of Law

**How the Psychological Toll of Isolation Might Be Affecting Bill Cosby Jurors**
June 16
Science of Us
Thaddeus Hoffmeister, School of Law

**UD launches program to boost quality of life in Dayton**
June 16
*Dayton Daily News, WHIO*

---

**LATEST NEWS**

UD in the News
June 15-22

Two national education publications talked to Chief Information Officer Tom Skill about cybersecurity. Politifact interviewed Bob Brecha in the renewable and clean energy engineering graduate program about whether greenhouse emissions are down. Quartzy featured aviation historian Janet Bednarek in an article comparing airports around the world.

**Briefly Speaking**

Sharpen your writing, leadership and entrepreneurship skills at the Antioch Writers Summer Workshop and Center for Leadership events. Black
4 ways to stop the cycle of eating in front of screens
June 12
Dayton Daily News
Diana Cuy Castellanos, health and sport science

**UD launches certificate program to teach students business skills**
June 14
Dayton Daily News
Peter Wagner, MIS, OM & Decision Sciences

**Dayton fire chief: High-rise fires especially 'complex'**
June 14
Dayton Daily News
Elias Toubia, civil engineering

**UD professor awarded more than $364K to study grasshoppers**
June 15
Dayton Daily News
Chelse Prather, biology

**UDRI program to develop new manufacturing tech**
June 15
Dayton Business Journal
University of Dayton Research Institute

**Commentary: Sustainable Development And Energy In Cuba**
June 15
WYSO-FM
Bob Brecha, Hanley Sustainability Institute